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Why him?
! Private practice and UCLA 1995-2015

! Health Sciences Clinical Professor
! Director of Dermatologic Surgery Residency Education

! UC Irvine 2016-present
! Vice Chair, 2020
! Director of Derm Surgery and Mohs Fellowship, 2017
! Director of Clinical Operations, 2016-2020
! Associate Residency Program Director, 2016-2019
! Co-Chair, Wellness Committee
! Health Sciences Mentoring Committee

! 3 EMR’s: Epic, EMA/Modernizing Medicine, AllScripts
! CalDerm Board of Directors 2012-present; President, 2015-

16
! ASDS Board, ACMS Committees
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Goals
!Noticeable advantages/disadvantages 
between a private practice and an 
academic/corporate practice

!Shared characteristics of both
!Extra stuff
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Historical perspective

Institutional medicine
e.g. academics
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Now
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Points to consider
! Control
! Staff investment
! Clinical breadth
! Industry exposure
! Financial structure
! Resources/Support
! Well-being
! Mentorship
! Research
! Multidisciplinary care
! Intellectual challenge
! Ethics
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Control
! In private practice, particularly solo practice, you 

are the boss, so have majority of control; office 
manager often takes care of details, and you can 
delegate but the buck stops with you

!Therefore, can control overhead, i.e., salaries, 
supplies, schedule, rent, etc

!Academics/Corporate – often at mercy of 
administration, sometimes even in small things, 
e.g. an office; frequently, many levels of chains of 
command and committees, etc; Clin Scope of 
Practice; waste
!Department vs Division
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Control

!So:
!ADVANTAGE: PRIVATE PRACTICE
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Staff investment
!Private practice: often smaller, intimate 
settings

!Can work with the same people, day in and 
day out, so they can see the details required to 
run a practice/business; many years

!The staff therefore also have a greater sense 
of bigger issues, e.g. Medicare cuts, ACA, etc

!Staff can act for greater good of practice also, 
e.g. email Congress, etc

!Can be easier to have “dedicated” staff
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Staff investment

!Academics/Corporate: can be very 
variable, depending on your role and your 
seniority, e.g. no dedicated nurses, poor 
ratio of faculty: staff, staff: patient; “defined” 
roles

!Risk of “employee/lifer” mentality, 
especially in larger institutions

!ADVANTAGE: PRIVATE PRACTICE 
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Clinical breadth
! In academics/corporate, typically easier to sub-

specialize
! E.g. 7 clinics: 5 surgical, 2 consults/follow-ups

! Great referral base
! Easier to build colleagues’ sub-specialties

! E.g. vulvar disease, pigment disorders

! In PP, might have to see everything, and stretch 
capabilities
! E.g. Mohs and peds derm

! Caution of subspecialty: risk loss of referrals
! E.g. Mohs person who does Gen Derm

!ADVANTAGE:  ACADEMICS/CORPORATE
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Industry exposure

!Private practice/corporate – for better or 
worse, significant exposure to industry with 
regards to brand name products, industry 
sponsored events, etc

!Academics – significant lock-out on 
Pharma exposure to those in training and 
on faculty

!ADVANTAGE: PRIVATE 
PRACTICE/CORPORATE
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Financial structure
! In academics/corporate, large corporate structure; lots of 

expenses
! E.g. Dean’s tax, Department tax, Enterprise tax, then all 

other expenses
! Very dense and arcane; transparency difficult
! Employee; no profit-sharing
! Facility fee: “hospital-base” clinic
! Resident clinics: money goes back to department
! Research IP

! In PP, much more transparent, which is linked to control
! Profit sharing
! Proprietary benefits
! ADVANTAGE: PRIVATE PRACTICE
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Resources/support
! In PP, small business limitations: hourly employees, no HR, 

limited benefits, etc
! COVID vaccines: general public
! PPP – Paycheck Protection Program

! In academics/corporate, large scale resources
! Vaccines: covered and first-priority
! Massive HR: benefits, EAP (Employee Assistance Program), 

retirement seminars, screening of employees, etc
! Preservation of employment: very few laid off during COVID

! ADVANTAGE: ACADEMICS/CORPORATE
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Well-being (vs Ambition)
! In PP, control schedule; corporate: less clear
! With better financial and schedule control, more transparency 

and capability of outside life
! Part-time work
! Ability to pay back loans
! Typically, less ambitious professionally

! In academics, much greater obligation for mid and long-term 
vision; ambition

! Obligation for advancement
! Meetings, lots of meetings

! ADVANTAGE: UNCLEAR
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Mentorship
! In academics, many levels of mentorship available: student, 

resident, fellow, junior faculty
! Role models right in front of you
! Can shape life, professional and personal, with guidance
! Beware of “mini-me” creators

! In PP/corporate, harder to find mentors
! Often, more senior members of practice; rapport
! Often, looking back to training for mentorship
! Typically, more ambitious personally

! ADVANTAGE: ACADEMICS
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Other considerations
!Call – much easier in academics/corporate; in solo 

practice, especially a surgical-heavy practice, more 
difficult

!Benefits considerations
!Academics/corporate: retirement, paid vacation, 

paid meeting time, etc
!Private practice: retirement is all on you; “it’s all 

unpaid vacation”; all unpaid meeting time

!ADVANTAGE: ACADEMICS/CORPORATE
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Unclear advantage

!EMR – slight advantage academics: cost, staff 
experience, upgrades

!Leadership/management opportunity: boss vs 
attending

!Uncompensated time
! Private practice: paperwork/administration
! Academics: clinical research, publications, academic 

requirements, committees, etc

!Medicolegal responsibility
! Practice: on your own
! Academics: often larger resources, but risk if an attending
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Research
! In academics, might be very prolonged process for 

Institutional Review Board (IRB)
! Often many layers, and meetings might not occur 

frequently

! In PP, can often use private IRB’s which might 
result in more expedited process
! E.g. Often see research being performed in PP’s 

with great productivity
! “You don’t have to be in academics to be 

academic”
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Research
! In academics, caution on Intellectual Property (IP) 

development
!Fair chance that academic institution may have 

claim or partial claim to IP
!Can develop separate business but need to be 

cautious on how time is spent

! In PP, many IP’s can be developed within the 
practice, but paperwork for a separate business 
easier to maintain

!ADVANTAGE: PRIVATE PRACTICE
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Multidisciplinary care
!Academics – in larger institutions in particular, 

great access to other specialties as a part of the 
“Therapeutic/Surgical Team” approach, e.g. 
Plastics and Facial plastics, Oculoplastics, Surgical 
Oncology, Radiation Oncology, Internal Med 
specialties, etc

!Many levels of checks and balances of care
!Even if level of care is same, greatly increases the 

confidence of the patient that they are receiving 
optimal care – “the whole is greater than the sum 
of its parts”; “Medical Home”

! Institutional EMR can be a great advantage – e.g. 
VA, Kaiser
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Multidisciplinary care

!Private practice – much more burdensome 
for you and patient to coordinate care and 
the question often is who is in charge of 
care

!Timing of care more variable
!Communication deficit
!Individual EMRs not helpful

!ADVANTAGE: ACADEMICS
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Intellectual Challenge
!Academics – in multilevel teaching institutions, 

many opportunities for checks and balances in 
care and exposure raises your game, e.g. 
home/visiting med student, home/visiting junior 
and senior residents, fellows, other faculty

!Articulating, defending, and implementing your 
care while others are watching can greatly 
increase your conscientiousness and 
professionalism, as well as your own learning 

!Private practice – particularly solo practice, 
significant risk of ego running wild; staff can think 
you are God, especially if you encourage that way 
of thinking…and you can get lazy
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Intellectual Challenge

!Private practice – much greater effort is 
needed to get intellectual “osmosis”, e.g. 
private journal clubs, etc

!ADVANTAGE: ACADEMICS
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Ethical considerations
!When in academic center, again many checks 
and balances about ethics of physician 
conduct, regard for patient’s preferences, 
culture, etc – much more oversight for 
appropriate behavior

! In private practice, often only physician and 
patient in room together – much more 
opportunity for ethical breaches

!ADVANTAGE: ACADEMICS
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